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TITLE OF CASE STUDY: SportsCenter – “Da-Da-Da” 

 

Business Objective 

Maintain market position of ESPN’s flagship property SportsCenter in an evolving media landscape where sports fans 
are using a growing set of sources to obtain sports news and information.  

 

Foundational Research 

The SportsCenter "Da-Da-Da" campaign is the culmination of a multidisciplinary research program over 2+ years.  This 
research had three goals: 

1. Learn how to increase consumption of SportsCenter 

2. Identify the target audience 

3. Understand what SportsCenter means to the fans 

Nielsen data show that SportsCenter’s reach is strong (35 million Males 18-54 tune-in each quarter).  If SportsCenter 
were a network it would rank as a top 10 cable network among young men. However, each day nine out of ten men 18-
54 do not watch SportsCenter, and those who do view watch just one episode a week.  Instead of driving new viewers 
to SportsCenter, or increasing length-of-tune, the key to growing SportsCenter ratings is to increase frequency of tune-
in.   

“SportsCenter Viewers” is too broad a target.  We narrowed our focus by segmenting the audience and found that the 
top 20% of viewers do 86% of all SportsCenter viewing, with the top 5% of accounting for 55% of all viewing.  

 

 

 

ESPN Research and Starcom worked together to profile the heavy, moderate, and light viewers using Starcom’s EQ, a 
framework that defines the emotions and motives that drive media choices.  This helped us determine which EQ 
segments heavy, moderate and light viewers engage with, and enabled us to identify key areas of overlap and 
differentiation.  

We identified three areas of overlap across all three SportsCenter segments: Feeding a Habit, Clever Entertainment, 
and Irreverent & Rebellious. Each segment also displayed unique territories that allow us to cater specific strategies 
and tactics to their individual needs. 
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We then dove deeper to size each segment and identify the opportunity to drive ratings growth. To help inform strategic 
budget allocation and provide tactical applications, we used USA TouchPoints to look at the target’s location and media 
usage and Nielsen/MRI fusion to examine things like media platform usage and psychographics. 

To inform our creative direction, we worked with Sterling Brands to facilitate "creative qualitative" sessions.  “Feast or 
famine" groups featured discussions between heavy SportsCenter viewers who were told not to watch for two weeks 
and lapsed SportsCenter viewers who were directed to watch heavily for two weeks.  We also partnered with Hart 
Research to do a survey of 2,000 sports news consumers. From these two sources we learned: 

1. Fans no longer watch SportsCenter to see who won – they watch to see how they won 

2. A key asset of SportsCenter is its video presentation – it is seen as a "moving pop-up book" of sports 

3. There are many sports highlights programs, but SportsCenter has a unique and unmatched combination of 

personality (surprising, passionate and visceral) and perspective (authoritative, clever and insightful) 

Critical Insight 

The flow of sports moments never stops and no one can navigate these moments better than SportsCenter. Other 
programs provide sports highlights, news and information – ESPN sees the daily flow of moments as an opportunity to 
curate stories and present them as only SportsCenter can.  SportsCenter owns the story of the moment. 

In one of our sessions we heard, “The SportsCenter music is like the ice cream truck music for adults – people hear it 
and come running.”  When we hear “Da-Da-Da, Da-Da-Da,” we know we just witnessed or are about to witness the best 
of sports. We also know we are going to get the unique insight, perspective, and coverage that will make these great 
sports moments even better for us. “Da-Da-Da” is rooted in ESPN’s heritage, it is ingrained in fan behavior, and it is 
something only ESPN can own. 

 

Creative Application 

Wieden + Kennedy sought to reignite the cult of SportCenter by reminding people that awesome sports moments and 
SportsCenter go hand in hand. They used what has become shorthand for SportsCenter’s personality, perspective and 
authority, and made it the mark of great sports moments everywhere – “Da-Da-Da.” 
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Target Audience 

Our segmentation analysis showed that increasing ratings among light viewers would require us to drastically change 
their tune-in behaviors. The most effective approach to grow ratings would come from targeting moderate and heavy 
viewers.  These viewers, the moderates in particular, have shown an affinity for SportsCenter, and have a reasonable 
opportunity to tune-in more often. Coupled with findings from the MRI and EQ work, our target was: 

• Male 18-34 

• Heavy/Moderate SportsCenter Viewers 

• Status Seeking/Influenced by Trends 

• Technophiles/Socially Connected 

• Media Enthusiasts 

 

Evidence of Effectiveness 

The unique challenge of measuring the impact of this campaign is that most of the TV weight was on ESPN.  Greater 
ad exposure and existing positive behavior towards SportsCenter among viewers could lead to over-estimating 
campaign impact and interpreting correlation as causation.  We “triangulated” true impact using three sources. 

 

Nielsen 

Job one was to understand direct effects on tune-in for each exposure group.  Nielsen’s Watch Effect measures the 
impact that promo exposure has on program viewership by tying TV and Online advertising exposure to actual program 
viewership. Watch Effect utilizes Nielsen’s Cross Platform Panel, a single-source dataset of 9,000 NPM homes 
measuring both TV and Internet.  

The typical Watch Effect analysis measures the impact of ad exposure on tune-in to the premiere episode of an 
entertainment series.  Given the fact that SportsCenter airs numerous times per day, our goal was different – to 
understand if the campaign not only drove tune-in to SportsCenter but also increased frequency of viewing. 

We defined heavy, moderate, and light SportsCenter viewers based on viewing the month prior to the campaign and 
again while the campaign was in flight.  Comparing these segments, we were able to determine that the campaign was 
successful in converting lighter viewers who were exposed to the campaign into heavier viewers.   

 
• 11% of moderate P18+ viewers were exposed to the campaign and became heavy SportsCenter viewers 

• 10% of light male 18-34 SportsCenter viewers were exposed to the campaign and became heavier 

SportsCenter viewers (top 20%) 

 

GfK 

GfK used various approaches to measure the effectiveness of the campaign: 
• Passive measurement of campaign exposure to obtain accurate, impartial data.  Exposure to digital (including 

mobile) campaign elements was measured by the GfK Exposure Effects system which employs cookies 

passed to the respondent’s file.  TV advertising exposure was captured via opportunity-to-see (OTS) modeling. 

• Examined the heavy/moderate viewer target group separately to see if pre vs. post surveys would show the 

campaign driving their brand ratings higher. 

• Conducted regression modeling for measures that showed a lift to tease out the impact of TV ads.  Using 

GfK’s Consumer-Brand Relationship segments, they grouped respondents according their relationship with 

SportsCenter.  They used pre-campaign brand metrics levels for 8 segments as covariates in the regression 

model, plus a variable for exposure based on OTS.  This allowed us to determine which brand metrics showed 

significant impact from TV ad exposure. 

• Finally, since the digital campaign included many off-channel properties, we could assess digital impact more 

directly by identifying brand metrics with pre-post increases and comparing them among people with digital 

only exposure vs. people with no exposure. 

Key Results 
• Consumers exposed to TV ads showed lifts in daily usage and emotional attachment to SportsCenter and 

rated SportsCenter higher on key imagery dimensions compared to those not exposed.  OTS and regression 
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modeling showed that exposure to the TV campaign had a significant, positive impact on attitudes and 

behavior toward SportsCenter. 

• Among SportsCenter heavy and moderate viewers, the campaign generated significant increases in top-of-

mind awareness, behavioral and attitudinal loyalty, emotional attachment, and perceptions of SportsCenter 

being the first destination for sports news – this among a group of fans who started out at above-average 

levels. 

• Further, the parent ESPN brand gained a halo benefit from the campaign, with a lift in preference and loyalty 

among SportsCenter viewers and gains in brand salience, preference and loyalty among those digitally 

exposed. 

 

 

 

Millward Brown 

Using Millward Brown Digital’s CrossMedia Research™ solution, an advertising effectiveness measurement tool that 
determines how media channels contribute to driving key business outcomes, we learned that the campaign made an 
impact on key outcomes, particularly increasing the usage frequency and unaided brand awareness of SportsCenter. 

The campaign increased  usage frequency among heavy and moderate users by 35% and 64%, respectively. 
SportsCenter becoming more top-of-mind had a direct impact on fans increasing their usage of SportsCenter. Exposure 
to TV and digital media was a strong driver of increasing unaided awareness of SportsCenter.  The campaign’s banner 
ads made a strong impact among moderate users, while digital video executions resonated among light users.  

The research also showed that media channels play a unique role for SportsCenter's target audience. Both off and on-
channel TV drove usage frequency among heavy and moderate viewers. Local off-channel TV provided a relatively 
larger impact on usage frequency among moderate users. Contributions from mobile, out-of-home and gamers were 
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also seen. Presence in the mobile space built equity for SportsCenter; the mobile campaign increased the perception 
that SportsCenter features memorable moments in sports.  

 

Budget 
• Production: $2.755MM 

• Media: $8.094MM 


